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Practical Packet Analysis: Using Wireshark to Solve Real-World Network ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		It's easy to capture packets with Wireshark, the world's most popular network sniffer, whether off the wire or from the air. But how do you use those packets to understand what's happening on your network?

	
		With an expanded discussion of network protocols and 45 completely new scenarios, this extensively...
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R Machine Learning By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Understand the fundamentals of machine learning with R and build your own dynamic algorithms to tackle complicated real-world problems successfully


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the concepts of machine learning through exciting real-world examples
	
		Visualize and solve complex problems...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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KNIME EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Perform accurate data analysis using the power of KNIME


	Overview

	
		Learn the essentials of KNIME, from importing data to data visualization and reporting
	
		Utilize a wide range of data processing solutions
	
		Visualize your final data sets using KNIME’s powerful data...
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Pentaho 5.0 Reporting by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to use the power of Pentaho for Business Intelligence reporting in a series of simple, logical stages. From installation in Windows or Linux right through to publishing your own Java web application, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Install and configure PRD in Linux and Windows
	
		Create...
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Google Visualization API EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept...
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Visualizing DataO'Reilly, 2008
Enormous quantities of data go unused or underused today, simply because people can't visualize the quantities and relationships in it. Using a downloadable programming environment developed by the author, Visualizing Data demonstrates methods for representing data accurately on the Web and elsewhere, complete with user interaction, animation, and...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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Python Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Find, manipulate, and analyze your data using the Python 3.5 libraries
	
		Perform advanced, high-performance linear algebra and mathematical calculations with clean and efficient Python code
	
		An easy-to-follow guide with realistic examples that are frequently used in real-world data...
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NeuroengineeringCRC Press, 2007
Comprehensive, practical, and broad in scope, Neuroengineering offers clinical insights on revolutionary technologies from prominent neurosurgeons and neurologists. This book presents a wide range of new developments in the field and high-impact emerging technologies that are poised to change the industry, described in detailed...
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Web Services Explained: Solutions and Applications for the Real WorldPrentice Hall, 2002
Web services for decision makers: strategic insights and actionable recommendations.

	How Web services will transform the way software is built, sold, implemented, and managed
	All you need to know to plan an intelligent Web services strategy
	Risks and pitfalls in current WebsServices...
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Pro Visual Studio Team System with Team Edition for Database Professionals, Second EditionApress, 2007
It is clear that Visual Studio Team System is the future of development from Microsoft’s perspective. Development is no longer a personal pursuit by one developer in a darkened room; it is a collective effort by a team of peers. VSTS supports this broader vision by providing a complete collaboration platform for the entire project team. VSTS...
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